“Victoria’s writing is as brash, riveting and colorful as her personality. You get 100% Victoria on each
page. Her story reminds me of a rollercoaster ride... backwards. That overwhelming knot in your stomach
with each unpredictable thump in your gut with that odd conversion from crying to laughter.”
—Fred Thomas Jr., Writer, Director
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How One Woman Learned to Give Men Exactly What They Wanted
Before Discovering How to Give Herself What She Needed
In this funny, bittersweet memoir, author Victoria McCormick
describes her transformation from a small-town Ohio girl into
a highly compensated Venus Eryicina in the townhouses and
hotels of Dallas, Texas and beyond.
For many years, Victoria lived a double life as a single mother
and Realtor as well as an elite courtesan. Through her
moonlighting, she learned to figure out her clients’ (often odd)
desires on the fly while burying her own dreams, secrets, and
addictions. At turns comedic, tragic, and erotic, Victoria of Dallas
explores desire through the stories of client encounters and a life
rich in both pleasure and pain.

Victoria of Dallas is a memoir written to entertain and inspire women who have needed to reinvent
themselves to survive.

In this #MeToo moment, readers will identify with the experience of needing to sacrifice their own desires to
the wants and needs of the men in their lives for the sake of mere survival. Victoria’s story of overcoming abuse to
live life on her own terms will touch readers from any background who have sacrificed too much.
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about the author

Victoria McCormick came from a small town in northeast
Ohio, before fleeing that world for art school in Dallas,
Texas. Since then, she has worked as an exotic dancer and
an escort in every major metropolitan area of the US and
the UK. She’s also run a successful real estate company and
worked as a commercial artist, copy writer, and even spent
a few claustrophobic years as a suburban housewife. She’s
raised two brilliant and successful sons. Today she is happily
divorced and lives on the east coast in the US with her cat
Pumpkin.
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Media plans and event dates TBA. Contact victoriaofdallas@gmail.com
for inquiries and additional information.
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